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Abstract

One key manifestation of educational diversity is low socioeconomic status students and those who are otherwise marginalised from accessing higher education. This exploratory case study outlines and evaluates a long-running Australian pre-undergraduate preparatory program directed at providing maximum life and learning support to students by means that engage with and build on their diversities. Data are drawn from semi-structured focus groups with successive cohorts of students and theoretically-informed reflections by program staff members. The analysis of these data is framed by the conceptual blending of current theorising about transformative learning and capacity-building, which in combination constitute a powerful lens for illuminating student diversity in higher education. Based on that analysis, despite some inevitable limitations, the program is largely successful in its strategies to maximise life and learning support in order to mobilise the students’ diversities in ways that enhance their current and prospective learning outcomes.
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Introduction

Ten years ago, the authors of this text contributed a paper (Simpson et al., 2003) to the 7th Pacific Rim First Year in Higher Education Conference that contested homogeneous understandings of “the first year experience” in favour of more differentiated and heterogeneous approaches to conceptualising that experience. One of the three programs used in that paper to underscore this argument (see also Willans, Harreveld, & Danaher, 2003) is again interrogated in this paper, this time with different empirical data and an alternative conceptual framework. Then the focus was on the notion of the habitus (Bourdieu, 1977, 1990); now the theoretical lens is a blend of transformative learning and capacity-building.

More specifically, this paper analyses and evaluates the pre-undergraduate preparatory program at an Australian university in terms of its specific strategies aimed at providing maximum life and learning support for its highly diverse and heterogeneous student groups. Despite some inevitable limitations, the program is demonstrated as being successful for more than 25 years in enhancing the students’ learning outcomes during and after the program and in assisting them sustainably to realise their potential in higher education.

The paper consists of the following four sections:

- A selected literature review and conceptual framework and the study’s research design
- The presentation of data
- The analysis of those data
- Concluding implications of the data analysis for students from diverse backgrounds realising their potential in higher education.

Literature review, conceptual framework and research design

Notions of student diversity are themselves diverse and reflective of a wide variety of ideological and political positions about what such diversity is and why it is important (Bowser, Danaher, & Somasundaram, 2007). Life and learning support for higher education students is similarly diverse, ideological and politised (see also Lee, Srinivasan, Trail, Lewis, & Lopez, 2011). This is because of the variety of beliefs about who should gain access to university study: those favouring a meritocratic approach would be likely to endorse a more restricted range of support structures than those who see such support as indispensable in helping students who would not otherwise attend university to bridge the two fields—even the two worlds—of home and study. The complexity of the situation was encapsulated by Clegg’s (2011) caution against “a deficit view of students from less privileged backgrounds”, her insistence on the importance of “...conceptualising the resilience of those from less privileged backgrounds” and her view that “...a curriculum that acknowledges the context independence of knowledge is essential if these students are not to be further disadvantaged” (p. 93).

As we noted above, the conceptual lens deployed to examine the program in terms of its life and learning support strategies and its mobilisation of students’ diversities is a blend of transformative learning and capacity-building. The literature on each of these fields is vast. Despite recent contestations of the utility of transformative learning (Newman, 2012),
evidence abounds that appropriately designed programs and courses can generate sustained transformations of learning and students’ associated perspectives and worldviews (Gutiérrez & Vossoughi, 2010; Sugrue, 2011), including for higher education students who are variously identified as disadvantaged or marginalised (Bridwell, 2013; Chen, 2012; Mackinlay & Barney, 2010).

We see capacity-building (Danaher et al., 2012) as intersecting with, and as helping to focus and augment, transformative learning (Dryzek, 2009). This view recognises the specific literacies, skills and other specialised knowledges that underpin capacity-building (Patrick & Ijah, 2012) and that are crucial to grounding transformative learning and giving it momentum.

The pre-undergraduate preparatory program under review here, called Skills for Tertiary Education Preparatory Studies (STEPS), began in 1986 at Central Queensland University, and has been the subject of a growing body of scholarship (see for example Danaher, McDougall, Sturgess, & Todorovic, 2008; Doyle, 2006; Willans, 2010). The program contains both face-to-face and online elements, and provides specialised support in computer skills, literacy and numeracy. Its clientele, who must be aged at least 19, are highly diverse in terms of age, background, ethnicity, gender and socioeconomic status, yet they have in common a generally negative schooling experience and a disconnect from the discourses of formal education. On that basis, we have previously argued (Simpson et al., 2003; Willans et al., 2003) in favour of considering the program as constituting a distinctive and vital dimension of “the first year experience” of university education.

The data presented here derive from a large-scale, qualitative, exploratory case study (Silverman, 2011; Swanborn, 2010) centred on the program and its transformative potential. The principal data gathering technique has been semi-structured focus groups with students with appropriate ethical clearance and informed consent, augmented by the academics’ and managers’ reflections gleaned from the aforementioned scholarly publications. Data have been interpreted by means of content analysis (Krippendorff, 2012), thematic analysis (Buetow, 2010) and discourse analysis (Van Dijk, 2011) in accordance with the respective investigators’ research questions.

**Presentation of data**

In the previous section of this paper, the diversity of the students participating in a particular pre-undergraduate preparatory program has been acknowledged and supported by continuing research. Comparison and contrast between traditional and non-traditional university students are particularly relevant in this context—in particular, their attitudes towards learning. For traditional students, formal education has been an important focus in their lives for at least the past 12 years as they progress from primary to secondary schooling, and the fact that they have achieved the right to enrol in tertiary studies is a clear indication of success, based on hard work, especially in the final years at school.

For the non-traditional students considered in this paper, their experiences of formal education have been very different. For many, their last school attendance occurred some years ago and, as they readily acknowledge, many regard themselves as failed learners. Most left school as soon as legally possible for a
variety of reasons and tended to find their work choices limited to low-skilled and low-paid jobs or even unemployment. One of the first questions that researchers need to ask is why, after such damaging educational experiences, these people should choose to embark on a preparatory program as a precursor towards an undergraduate degree.

As we noted above, research with the students enrolled in this pre-undergraduate preparatory program has been ongoing, dating back to its inception in 1986. To a considerable degree, the researchers have included teaching and management staff involved in the program, while interest in the findings has, over a period of time, extended to former students and tutors as well as others within the field of educational research. A wide range of qualitative and quantitative research techniques has proved effective, in particular those found to be suitable for producing the synthesised data analysed in this paper. These include semi-structured focus groups, with an emphasis on ethnography and theoretically formed reflections by staff members. It is the aim of this section of the paper to demonstrate how such data can relate to the provision of life and learning support for the students.

The students tend to react positively to the interview techniques used in the program. From initial diffidence, they soon become willing to share their thoughts and feelings with regard to the learning journeys that they have chosen to undertake. All students participate in interviews during the enrolment process where questions focus mainly on their reasons for wishing to embark on undergraduate studies and what they hope to gain from the experience. Most indicate some feelings of uncertainty and trepidation, scarcely surprising in view of often very negative attitudes towards their past schooling and their total unfamiliarity with the university. During the relatively short period of the program (six months full-time), these students are offered ample opportunities to continue to express their hopes and fears with regard to their studies, either through the normal practices of the course material or through voluntary participation in focus group interviews. Narrative has proved to be an effective technique. As students and tutors share their stories, because focus group interviews tend to be a two-way process they become more familiar with one another. For example, students are encouraged to learn about and recognise their own preferred learning styles (Komarraju, Karau, Schmeck, & Avdic, 2011), and to develop strategies for their use during the course of the program. Research tends to indicate that, while the students might need to learn the skills necessary for undergraduate studies, particularly in the fields of written and oral communication, basic mathematics and computing, their life experiences have contributed to certain capacities of which they may be unaware (Simpson et al., 2003; Willans et al., 2003; see also Carson, 2009).

While it is difficult to deny that competition is a significant element in contemporary universities, the ethos of the preparatory program under review here is based on collaboration. Despite the wide diversity among students in terms of prior experiences, culture, age, capabilities and worldviews, they share similar attitudes towards their future changes of success at undergraduate level, feelings that often undergo remarkable transformation as the course progresses and greater self-esteem becomes evident. Because the program is not based on competition, collaboration is
explicitly and actively encouraged. Students share their ideas, discoveries and feelings with one another, with their teachers and with their families through study groups, class discussions, conversations during breaks from study or the more formal mechanism of data collection. Collaborative research between members of staff seemed almost inevitable, arising from a common concern with their students. As a result, they have shared the collection of data from focus group interviews and the writing and presentation of journal articles, book chapters and conference papers (for a similar approach in a different research team in another university, see also Arden et al., 2010). Such collaboration allows staff and students to learn about themselves and one another, and to analyse the strategies necessary for effective life and learning support. Through this process, students develop the ability to identify, understand and value their own capacities and capabilities.

The following is a necessarily limited selection of representative statements by students reflecting on their situations prior to the program as well as on the program’s impact on their learning and their lives (see also Danaher, Cook, Danaher, Coombes, & Danaher, in press). For ease of cross-reference with the next section of the paper, students have been assigned pseudonyms.

Matthew: Whilst at school my Aboriginality was continually challenged by teachers and some students, which got my back up and led to many physical altercations …. I thought, “Why should I go to school if the principal and teachers are going to cane me?”, so I only started to attend school for sporting events. When I left school I could not read or write. (As cited in Doyle, 2006, p. 121)

Nina: I had a disrupted childhood and had attended 11 primary schools before my troubled high school years. By my second year of high school, I was constantly in trouble, a truant and the brunt of several high school bullies’ taunts. (As cited in Doyle, 2006, p. 132)

Both these students experienced significant academic and career achievement as a result of participating in the program, becoming respectively a Doctor of Philosophy candidate and a general practitioner registrar in a paediatric department. Eventual success came also to another student, Cecilia, who recalled growing up in New Zealand amidst a background of “significant sexual, physical and emotional abuse where education was given no value” (as cited in Doyle, 2006, p. 135). After the program, she completed a Bachelor of Arts degree, taught English in the Republic of Korea and has worked in child safety in Canberra and Queensland. She reflected: “Through STEPS, I gained the ability to learn and think in different ways, as well as a new understanding of myself and the world we live in” (as cited in Doyle, p. 136).

Another student was Tom, who had been a grazier for much of his 56 years:

I came from a background of – I guess you would call it narrow-mindedness …. Coming to STEPS with a totally different group of people you appreciate so much because they were so open and worldly and it gives me a new perspective on the community, on life and when I do the degree I’ve an ambition to help other producers to see other angles of the world. There’s more things out there than growing grain …. I know there’s a need for people to communicate … to help families on farms. (As cited in McConachie & Simpson, 2003, p. 116)
A different student, Sam, recorded the program’s inter-generational dimension:

My parents have been excited about the ... program themselves and the results I was able to achieve .... They have decided they would like to look at doing the ... program in the future now that they have seen that I have been able to do something with my life. It is interesting how it affects the older generation but they can learn and have said to themselves, "If my son can do it then so can we". (As cited in McConachie & Simpson, 2003, p. 101)

Finally, William was another student who also commented on this perceived broader impact of the program:

If I looked at my life seven years ago I never dreamed I'd be able to go to university. From my background, it seemed only rich people went to university – the people that had a decent sort of education – whereas my family had no striving whatsoever to better themselves in that vein at all. So generations to come are going to be changed because of my involvement with the ... program. (As cited in McConachie & Simpson, 2003, p. 117)

**Analysis of data**

As we noted earlier, the analysis of these data has been facilitated by blending current theorising about transformative learning and capacity-building. The theory of transformative learning, developed by theorists such as Mezirow (2012) and Cranton (Cranton, 2010; Kucukaydin & Cranton, 2012a, 2012b) (see also Taylor, Cranton, & Associates, 2012), has been well-documented. At its core is the notion that, when an individual is faced with a disorienting dilemma and through critical self-reflection is made aware that his/her own particular attitude might be limited or distorted in some way, this makes possible an alternative viewpoint and thus perhaps some form of transformation. The students who have played their part in this research study have to some extent participated in this transformative experience. Facing the dilemma of limited career options, individuals might choose to question their existing assumptions and beliefs, engaging in discourse with others in a similar situation and reflecting more deeply and critically on possible ways to remedy the situation. The decision to undertake preparatory and undergraduate studies will prove to be both daunting and potentially transformative, and will be likely to lead to an ongoing process of further reflection and transformation as more disorienting dilemmas are encountered. Thus, for example, as students acquire the capacity for effective critical reflection, their belief in their own abilities changes; failed learners can transform into effective and capable learners.

Like transformative learning, capacity-building derives from multiple disciplines and scholarly streams of thought. One such stream is Sen’s (1999) capability approach, which positions capacity-building in the context of development studies as a kind of freedom (see also Arden et al., 2010; Harreveld, 2010; Harreveld & Singh, 2008). This possibility becomes apparent as students learn to recognise and understand their own capacities for progressing from their former lifestyle and all that it entailed to undertaking and completing undergraduate studies. As the research data have revealed, a particular element of this empowerment relates to an increasing freedom of choice and opportunity. Capacity-building may therefore be described as including the following elements for current and subsequent students: individual and collaborative
learning; maximised cultural and economic capital; and the development of self-esteem.

As we stated at the outset of this paper, we have found from the research data that transformative learning and capacity-building combine effectively as a legitimate theoretical basis for conducting research with non-traditional students as well as a powerful lens for illuminating and interpreting student diversity in higher education. This is so partly because transformative learning and capacity-building are both crucial elements of the learning process, and through continuous research teachers develop strategies to provide optimum life and learning support, while learners discover the best means available to ensure success in their endeavours.

These important points were illustrated clearly in the data outlined in the previous section. All six students whose voices were portrayed reported significant change in their lives that from varied perspectives constituted different kinds of transformative learning. Matthew experienced the transformation from truanting from school to undertaking doctoral studies at university. Nina also moved from being a school truant to a general practitioner registrar. Cecilia built on the trauma of abuse to work in child safety. Tom articulated a considerable change in his outlook and worldview, thereby gaining a wider appreciation of learning and life beyond the confines of his grain farm. Sam expressed delight that his parents were considering applying to enter the program, having seen the success that it had wrought in him. And William identified a veritable generational shift away from the lack of educational aspiration evidenced by his parents to presumed ongoing engagement in higher education for his children and their children.

Despite their considerable diversity, all these changes constituted significant and ongoing transformations in the lives of the students and their families. They also encapsulated transformative learning, with the associated acquisition of powerful new knowledge and skills and the radical alterations in existing understandings in favour of more enabling and productive worldviews. Certainly all the students' reported experiences, and their interpretations of those experiences, accorded with the multifaceted depiction of transformative learning “as cognitive and rational, as imaginative and intuitive, as spiritual, as related to individuation, as relational, and as relating to social change” (Cranton & Taylor, 2012, p. 7). Similarly, all six transformative learners depicted in the previous section exhibited what are simultaneously a non-negotiable condition and a key corollary of such learning: the roles and responsibilities of adult learners working to facilitate that learning:

The broader purpose, the goal, of adult education is to help adults realize their potential for becoming more liberated, socially responsible, and autonomous learners – that is, to make more informed choices by becoming more critically reflective … in their engagement in a given social context. Adult educators actively strive to extend and equalize the opportunities for them to do so. (Mezirow, 2012, p. 92)

These asserted roles and responsibilities of adult educators (Mezirow, 2012) are helpful in linking transformative learning and capacity-building, by highlighting the need for learners to acquire contextually specific skills as well as wider understandings if their learning is to be
Transforming learning through capacity-building ...

potentially transformative. With the six learners whose voices were heard in the previous section, their associated discourses and those of many of their fellow students identified specialised capacities that they had developed and practised through repetition in order to be able to apply in appropriate situations. These capacities ranged broadly, from knowing the conventions of essay writing to mastering the anxiety associated with speaking in public to becoming skilled at various computer programs to responding positively to constructive feedback to managing time commitments and multiple competing demands to growing the habitus (Bourdieu, 1977, 1990) of a university student (Simpson et al., 2003). This approach aligns with the acknowledgment of the need to develop specialised capacities for students from non-traditional backgrounds (Daddow, Moraitis, & Carr, 2013; Janks, 2012).

Conclusion

Ten years ago (Simpson et al., 2003; Willans et al., 2003), we contended that the Australian pre-undergraduate preparatory program under review in this paper demonstrated part of the rich diversity and heterogeneity composing “the first year experience” in higher education. Since its inception, data have been collected in an ongoing case study. Drawing on these data, we have asserted that, while allowing for some inevitable limitations, the program has been consistently successful in maximising the students’ learning outcomes during and after the program, and in assisting them to realise their potential in higher education.

A key element of that success has undoubtedly been the provision of carefully targeted life and learning support in the program. Some indicators of the character of such support were encapsulated in the six students’ quoted statements about the program, including a welcoming and encouraging classroom climate, invitations to reflect on the progress of learning, tailoring assessment tasks to build on students’ prior experiences and additional opportunities to reinforce required information in the respective courses in the program. This intentional alignment between the life and learning dimensions of the program and its support provision has been essential to assisting students to demonstrate the attainment of appropriate learning outcomes.

More broadly, we argue that there is a complex, critical and compelling set of connections among the three principal aspects of this paper: life and learning support; transformative learning and capacity-building; and the mobilisation of students’ diversities in contemporary higher education. Those diversities mandate a more comprehensive and nuanced understanding of and approach to providing life and learning support, which must extend beyond formal academic tutoring to include the non-academic but in many cases even more significant dimensions of students’ contexts and hence their likelihood of remaining at university. Transformative learning and capacity-building, considered separately and severally, provide indispensable insights into possible teaching methods as well as constituting particular kinds of learning outcomes and graduate attributes that can and should result if the other elements are successfully in place. And those outcomes and attributes in turn feed into affirming, strengthening and valuing the diversities of students that are central to the long-term survival and success of contemporary universities.
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